Workshop Technician
Job Description
Company Description
Kinesys is a fast growing and dynamic company working within the entertainment industry.
We specialise in the design, manufacture and sale of motion control and stage automation
systems and our products can be found in use at any number of high profile venues,
theatres and installations as well as on many of today’s biggest concert tours. We supply
systems to companies and venues the world over and have a reputation for quality, design
and service that is second to none.
Based in Hampton in South West London, Kinesys is a highly motivated organisation
operating within a relaxed and friendly environment with the simple philosophy of delivering
the best and most appropriate technologies to whatever project is presented.
The Position
Kinesys’ requirement is for a Workshop Assembly Technician to manufacture and test
products within Kinesys’ product range.
Tasks









Mechanical and electrical assembly of electrical control equipment
Manufacture of cable assemblies
Manufacture of basic printed circuit boards
Wiring of electrical cabinets and associated back panels
Test and calibrate various products by following and completing written test
instruction sheets
Work with other departments to highlight any errors that are found during testing
and to help develop ideas to minimise errors in future
Assist with the packing of all products ready for shipping
Maintain a clean, tidy and safe workshop area

You will have the ability to adapt your role as the needs of the staff and company evolve,
and enjoy working in a fun and often quite ‘last minute’ environment. You will need to have
excellent attention to detail and be able to work with others to resolve any technical issues
that may arise during the course of your work

Additional Skills and Experience





Experience with electrical assembly, wire termination, crimping, terminals
Ability to follow detailed instructions and use common testing equipment including
multimeters, earth impedance testers and RCD testers
Experience with soldering, mainly through hole or connector terminals but also
SMD
Experience working with teams to diagnose technical issues during assembly and
testing

Personal Skills





Excellent attention to detail during both one off and repetitive tasks
Maintain high standards of workmanship without constant supervision
Ability to work efficiently in order to meet tight deadlines
Able to work on tasks individually but happy to work as a larger team

Remuneration
Salary £17,000 - £21,000 dependent on skills and experience
Company Pension scheme including employer pension contribution

